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About This Game

Meet Babycar Driver! This lovable and nimble character wants to see new places, learn new tricks and get himself into all sort
of funny moments. Help him find his way through forests, cities, deserts and even the remote North. You can try different

costumes designed especially for him and you can make his dreams come true: become a race car! Test your reflexes and skill
by driving Babycar far and wide, jumping on platforms, collecting stars, medals and customizing his appearance.

Features

Endless runner, Canabalt-style platformer

Variable gravity when jumping

Randomly generated levels

Parallax background scrolling for more depth

Over 135,000 Babycars to build

Pause system - everything will freeze and resume just the way you left it
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A Sci-Fi role-playing game featuring turn-based ground combat, space exploration, deep character customization and a massive
living universe with over 160,000 star systems. Equip your ships with the best equipment you can find, gather a powerful crew
of mercenaries and set out into the void! All of this sounds amazing right? Well truth be told it is not unfortunately. This game
seriously makes me feel like it is a cheap knock off of Xcom. There is nothing about this game that wanted me to keep playing
it. If you love boring point and click games... this might be right up your alley but for me I was expecting exactly what the game
description said it was going to be. There is NO VOICE acting in this game other than the little bit of combat it offers and they
story is bland... very very very bland. I was hoping to love this game but sadly I was literally bored and every single turn in the
game. There is nothing in the game that immerses you into wanting to keep on playing it from the story line to the game play it
is just for lack of better words... AN OLD PEOPLES GAME! This is a game I could see my dad liking but coming from a
person who loves sci-fi the entire game feels outdated and it just came out. I felt like I was being whisked away back to 1997
when games such as this began to surface. The other thing that drove me nuts was the music in this game... it is like it is on a
never ending loop of cheap dreary sounds to the point I was getting depressed listening to it. Again I really really really wanted
to like this game but unfortunately I will have to throw it in the NOT WORTH THE PRICE pile and the NOT FUN TO PLAY
pile!. An interesting game that I had fun playing through, but very rough around the edges. The ui feels clunky at times and the
battles can have a strange balance, when playing the same mission twice resulting in a crushing defeat and then the next not a
single on of your units even hit without any change to tactics or gear in between attempts. Despite this the game has a lot of
good concepts and customization.

At its price, I would say this game is worth a playthrough for any fan of strategy games, and even more so when on sale. Not
sure if it has much replayability though, because at the moment I feel no real urge to go back and play through again.. a Game
designed for achievement spam, so achievement hunters will be sure to
 grab these up, cheap games with a boat load of achievements to rank up your
achievement counter... Thee game itself though, cant really speak for it, i dont
really have the knowledge of those era's , locations or events and happenings to
 give you an accurate description of them, The entire series of this game will
 all have the same review from me, as i said purely to rack up achievement count.
The achievements comes unlocked, you install the game, then run it and they unlock
all at once, no idling nothing.. Pros
+ Pretended to be Shao Kahn while using the Maul to crush enemy knees and heads
+ An ally kicked me into the path of an enemy spear while crossing the logs in Taiga
+ Accidentally threw my spear through a team mate, apologized by dropping a med bag in front of him
+ Was wondering why my weapon disappeared, looked down and saw my left arm on the floor
+ The Hans Test
+ Combat feels like Mount and Blade,but with only 4 horses
+ Friend can play the Doom theme using Lute Bot
+ Pressing V every 5 seconds
+ Good number of cosmetics, unlocked through gameplay
+ Very, very fun combat with quite a high skill ceiling

Cons
- Not much to do for support roles (med bag, toolbox stuff, building\/repair)
- Really long "warm up" time sometimes experienced in the Main Menu
- Vaulting up some spots in the map can cause you to get stuck, forcing you to end things yourself
- Can't play local games without downloading server tools

12\/10, would recommend again. Cool ! I love Moto
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No doubt one of the best steam locos on TS, for a beginner this is a good locomotive to cut your teeth on, as you can switch with
ease between standard and advanced. The advanced is very realistic but also easy so its very good for all types of players. Its
fairly powerful too and can go quite fast without losing much steam. The coaling mechanic is genius and the injector function
works like a real one. The scenarios are really fun with the Weardale and Teesdale route. Best loco for learning steam chest sims
and injector management. 10\/10. Beware, Game plays music from CD. The dev added music from an ogg file but left in the
code looking for music from the CD drive. Make sure your CD drive is empty before you play. The developer is easily upset
and flagged my last review as abusive. So really, I have no idea how many other people have had the same problem or not
recommended the title and similarly been silenced. Originally, Mojotouch refused to believe that it was happening. Then the
youtube channel that I posted the proof video on started being attacked. 7th guest is a great game, but I would advise getting it in
a different distribution package to avoid thin-skinned devs.. The concept is fun, by grinding level to level, and get all gear
improved.
However, this game is a rubbish cheat actually.

If you grind a level again and again, it became more and more difficult.
For instance, lv 9, passees 3 tims with 2 level 3 flame tower at cross, and the rest are basic gunslingers.
Then the same setting with hero level up to 3, it never passed.

Let along the broken achievement.. This is a quick and fun tower defense style game. As other reviewers have said it's not really
one of great depth and once you've got the hang of spamming archers then most levels are straightforward.

This is also a simple game to get "perfect game" with 15 do-able achievements and a useful guide to getting them all is on the
community page. Took me under 4 hours play time to complete and get perfect game.

My one annoyance with this game is the game board doesn't quite fit on one screen and the scrolling is clunky.. The game is
really barebones. Just play the sequel, Transport Fever instead.

I wouldn't recommend that either actually but that at least is a matter of taste.. Video Review: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JzJbLSx-rA

Ratings-
Overall: 8
Gameplay: 9
Addictiveness: 8
Graphics: 8
Audio: 7

You play as an orb that has to collect particles to use as both offense and defense. The standard swarm mode is awesome, but
even better is the PVP and the sandbox. Fight other people locally or online, fight a bot 1v1, work your way through infinite
waves, or just play with the beautiful particle effects and physics.. Do anyone even need to ask why I recommend this product?
LOL. I often did not understand what was happening on the screen and why, but this very absurdity definitely delivered to me.
Very good timekiller, in which you can test your reaction, enjoy the madness and plunge into the world of children's fantasies,
as was intended by the author. The game coped well with its task and gave a lot of fun! Buy it!. pros:
+british english
+most poetical dialogs I've ever seen (in british english)
+imaginative cursing (in british english)
+puns (in british english)

cons:
-audio is a bit low quality
-not challenging enough
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